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0, R0, M2, g/, c#, m (K) remember the Air Jordan 4 " that was created by custom big name Mache a little while ago; Tiffany"? After
getting a good response, the recent Mache trick, non-stop again for us to offer the Air Jordan 11 "Tiffany". Unlike before the water
lake blue shoes set, the Mache in black shoes with water blue patent leather material, and into a special mesh texture in paint part. I
wonder if Mache will continue to introduce the customized work on this topic. Let's wait and see! N8 A# m3]: |% (E5 T

integrated into the appearance of EQT contours, inherited the Climacool all-round penetration concept, Adidas Originals brought in
the eyes of the summer, this deconstruction of rebirth Climacool 02/17. The whole shoe contour and the high popularity of EQT 93/17
is almost the same, but the upper hollow mesh material collocation Cool sign Clima, supporting shoes side is complemented by a
unique TPU framework, and Clima will be printed with the words Cool Logo presented in the iconic button on the tongue. While
greatly improving the ventilation performance, it brings the familiar and surprising visual perception! Following the first black white in
the 22 month after the shelves, in front of the two pairs of new color will also recently been added, the current Taobao market at about
$6xx or so, the price is particularly prominent. EQT interpretation of both the impressive appearance of the value, but also bring
Clima Cool full range of air permeability blessing, this summer, Climacool 02/17 undoubtedly deserves attention!
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